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Compliance seamlessly delivers a secure, innovative, and integrated suite of discovery solutions.

Founded in 1997, we are a recognized leader in providing next-generation eDiscovery services and managed 
review. Over the years, we developed unique, scalable solutions that cover the entire data lifecycle. We have 
invested in the most advanced, widely-accepted eDiscovery tools, available as a bundled solution in our 
Discovery-as-a-Service (DaaS) platform, or as needed via our App Store.  

Discover control, innovation, and ease



Discover DaaS

If you're seeking an end-to-end solution with 
some of the most advanced eDiscovery software, 
analytics, and data security available, DaaS delivers 
flexible, customized platform options such as PayGo, 
Subscription, or Hybrid. DaaS allows complete  
in-house control while eliminating capital investment, 
upgrades, and technical debt.

Choose from Compliance’s hosted Relativity instance, 
RelativityOne in the cloud, or Nuix Discover, all with 
available integrations in our App Store.

Discover Apps 

Compliance is proud to offer Compliance Innovations in our App Store. Compliance Innovations are customized  
integrations developed specifically to enhance your experience within the Relativity or Nuix platforms. Our Innovations 
allow for a streamlined eDiscovery process; they provide enhanced document review, insights, and accessibility unlike any 
other platform. Deploy one of Compliance’s proprietary innovations, a third-party integration, or one of many applications 
available on our app store, which include: 

Discover Accelerated Performance 

When choosing an integrated eDiscovery 
technology platform for hosting and document 
review, it’s critical for clients to think about the 
features and functionality they’ll most likely rely on.  

We provide clients with three of the most trusted 
and time-tested platforms on the eDiscovery market: 
Relativity, RelativityOne, and Nuix Discover. We 
have partnered with these platforms based on 
their extensibility, compatibility, customizability, and 
overall security. We have developed workflows 
around each solution that help clients achieve 
deeper insight into their data and dramatically 
reduce the amount of documents to review. 
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Prior to hiring Compliance, we were looking at a 
review of 2 million documents and $1 million in  
review fees. By switching our eDiscovery environment 
to DaaS, we were able to pare down the relevant 
data set to less than 100,000 documents, saving us 
substantial time and money.  
- Corporate Enterprise Client, Internal Investigation

CI Admin: Manage and create Relativity users, groups, 
matters, workspaces, and audits.

CI Archive: Archive and restore workspaces with just  
a few clicks.

CI Click: Single-Click Multi-Select coding shortcut tool to 
avoid repetitive coding clicks.

CI Insight: Audit and monitor client data metrics directly 
from custom dashboards, with new enhancements using 
Microsoft’s Power BI Business Analytics Tool.

CI Login: Comprehensive, customizable Single Sign-On 
and Multi-Factor Authentication platform utilizing Okta 
enabling client administrators to tailor advanced security 
settings and gives clients a white-labeled landing page.

CI Processing Pro: Automate Nuix processing and  
Relativity ECA workflow with the Rampiva automation  
engine and Compliance’s proprietary workflows 



understanding  
needs and goals

delivering innovative  
actions plans

provide open  
communication

delivering service,  
metrics, and reporting
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       •  State-of-the-art document review facilities  
          featuring customizable space configurations 

       •  Distributed Review, a remote review option that  
          provides national resources to collaborate in a  
          secure virtual workspace 

       •  Flexible pricing options, including hourly, per  
          document, fixed fee, and more 

       •  Proprietary review workflows that form the basis   
          of our efficiency 

       •  Timely tracking, reporting, and metrics 

       •  Legal staffing driven by a powerful, national  
          recruiting team 

       •  Technology-assisted review based on best  
          practices and professional expertise 

Discover Productivity 

Discover how Compliance brings together project management, contract attorneys, space, and computers with a focused 
approach and a cohesive review process. We offer:

  

Distributed Review:  

Distributed Review utilizes our national network of project 
managers and lawyers to remotely manage teams of contract 
attorneys on your review. With all the equipment, access,  
and security needed to confidently work remotely, our deep 
pipeline of legal professionals will tackle your project under 
expert supervision.

Compliance Facilities:  

Compliance offers state-of-the-art document review centers  
that meet the highest standards of security, quality, and 
efficiency. Fully wired and furnished, our production facilities 
allow clients to rapidly scale resources within a turnkey 
managed review approach.

Discover Strength 

Project Management 
At Compliance, we deliver cost-effective and defensible eDiscovery strategies for legal teams. We leverage industry-
leading software and well-established workflows to allow for collaboration within our teams and yours. We help establish 
best practices for your eDiscovery project, no matter its size or scope.

Review Project Management: Compliance’s seasoned project managers represent the best the industry has to offer, 
with collective expertise gained from having staffed, staged, and managed thousands of document reviews. They 
support clients in all facets of the review and production process.

eDiscovery Project Management: Compliance’s decades of experience in all facets of eDiscovery technology 
offer clients a well-tuned, time-tested set of workflows and procedures to establish best practices that are logical, 
repeatable, and defensible.



Discover Confidence

Security
We make data security a top priority. It’s that security, and the infrastructure, 
software, monitoring, and manpower behind it, that gives our clients the 
peace of mind required to entrust their data to a partner like us. We employ 
strict internal controls and monitoring, which have helped us achieve our 
ISO 27001 status; maintain operations at only Tier IV or higher data centers 
with SOC audits; mandate that cloud hosting partners maintain their own 
ISO and SOC status; and successfully gain industry-relevant compliance and 
certifications, including GDPR, HIPAA, and ITAR, to name a few.

Forensics & Collections
Compliance understands that preservation, data integrity, and defensible 
chain of custody all play a central role in the forensic collection and analysis 
of electronically stored data. Our team of experts employ a best practices 
approach to identifying data through custodial interviews, ensuring proper 
preservation of data to avoid spoliation, and rigid procedures to preserve 
forensically-sound copies of storage and media.

Governance, Risk, & Compliance (GRC) 
With the explosion of data and continuous creation of new data sources 
and types, Information Governance expands beyond traditional records 
management. Compliance offers scalable solutions that can address any 
stage where your company may be at risk.

Discover Knowledge 

Compliance believes that successful onboarding, implementation, and 
training are at the cornerstone of success, particularly when it comes to 
DaaS. Every client that implements our DaaS platform on a subscription basis 
gets a customized and robust training plan. We do not take a one-size-fits-
all approach when it comes to training - we work with clients individually to 
prepare a customized curriculum that fits their needs and expectations.

DISCLAIMER: Compliance is not a law firm, does not provide or offer legal advice, and shall not be deemed as engaged in the practice of law.

Discover More. Find out what a single-source approach  
can do for you. Contact Compliance now at  
DaaS@complianceds.com or 215.383.1781. 
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Our client, a multinational bank, was faced with a government  
investigation. Compliance reduced the data set from  

10MM to just under 2MM using just the first run of predictive  
coding using Brainspace Analytics. Our application of technology  

resulted in an estimated $10 million in savings for the client.
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If you’re seeking a solution that offers a powerful toolkit of the most advanced eDiscovery software, analytics, and data 
security available without the capital investment, Discovery-as-a-Service (“DaaS”) is the answer for you. DaaS delivers a 
flexible, customized PayGo, Subscription, or Hybrid Model, giving your organization the option of a self-directed or “team 
behind the team” eDiscovery approach. Law firms, corporate legal departments, and government/public entities are ideal 
DaaS users; either for their entire eDiscovery operation or just a single case. DaaS allows you to control eDiscovery  
in-house while eliminating constant investment in and upgrades to technology.

Discover how you can choose from Compliance’s hosted Relativity instance, RelativityOne in the Azure cloud, or Nuix  
Discover in the AWS cloud, all with available innovations and integrations in Compliance’s App Store.

DaaS Benefits
The strength of the DaaS platform lies in its superior ability to adapt 
to your environment. DaaS offers customization previously unseen in 
the industry, making us a leading provider of eDiscovery solutions.  
 

DaaS offers the following benefits:            

   •  All options at a fixed, flat, all-inclusive rate—no more line item or  
      per service/GB charges

   •  No software investment, but access to cutting-edge eDiscovery  
      data processing, hosting, and analytics platforms

   •  No hardware investment, with data hosted in scalable and secure  
      audited data centers

   •  Greater efficiency of litigation support resources by removing  
       challenges associated with software implementation

   •  Unlimited data throughput and utilization, including unlimited  
      processing and your choice of analytics tools

   •  Flexibility to utilize a seasoned and experienced support team  
      (IT, Lit Support, Consultants) or your existing internal resources

   •  Consistency, transparency, flexibility, and cost predictability along  
      with a standardized approach and in-depth understanding of your  
      goals and needs

   •  The latest software versions, supported and delivered by a  
       recognized best-in-service company

Managed Services  
& Hosting Platforms

Discover Power
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Discover Advantage Through a Managed Services Approach

Compliance’s DaaS platform offers greater flexibility, scalability, consistency, and cost control.  
Key advantages include:

   •  Backed by best-of-breed industry software, including Nuix and Relativity
   •  Complete matter control through our proprietary client management portal and customized dashboards
   •  Continuous upgrades and numerous customizations to streamline workflow and review
   •  Advanced environment analysis

Hosting & Review Platforms

When choosing an integrated eDiscovery technology platform for hosting and document review, there are many options 
and considerations. Each platform is unique and has its own strengths – and it’s critical for clients to think about the 
features and functionality they’ll most likely rely on in any matter or across their enterprise.

Discover Accelerated Performance
Compliance provides clients with three of the most trusted and time-tested platforms on the market. These platforms truly 
represent the innovation and ingenuity, flexibility, and scalability that eDiscovery requires. We’ve partnered with these 
platforms based on their extensibility, compatibility, customizability, and overall security. We have developed workflows 
around each of these solutions that help clients achieve deeper insight into their data, promote fewer documents to review, 
and circumvent burdensome processes. Compliance backs each platform with expertise in workflows, processing, and 
analytics to help you succeed.

Discover More. Contact Compliance to see how  we can help 
at DaaS@complianceds.com or 215.383.1781. 

DISCLAIMER: Compliance is not a law firm, does not provide or offer legal advice, and shall not be deemed as engaged in the practice of law.

Relativity: Relativity simplifies and accelerates how the world conducts eDiscovery by bringing 
the entire process and community together in one open, flexible, and connected platform. Through 
customizations and integrations, Compliance has extended the platform’s capabilities to give clients 
a truly unique experience, from two-factor authentication and single sign-on to various administrative 
privileges that give you control and ease of use. Relativity continues to be the gold standard in 
eDiscovery, used internationally by many of the world’s top law firms and largest corporations as their 
primary eDiscovery tool.

RelativityOne: Leveraging iron-clad security, global reach, the best performance, and the ability 
to innovate faster, Compliance’s RelativityOne instance helps you gain a competitive advantage. 
RelativityOne represents the future of eDiscovery and harnesses the Azure cloud to give clients the 
speed, security, and control they need to tackle complex matters efficiently. Compliance has integrated 
its DaaS solution into RelativityOne for ease of access and control, along with new cost saving storage 
options and workflow automations.

Nuix Discover: By leveraging the performance, scale, and security of the AWS cloud, Nuix Discover 
helps tackle the complexity and scope of today’s matters by uncovering evidence faster and integrating 
legal strategies. Compliance’s Nuix Discover platform transforms raw data into meaningful information. 
Visual analytics reveal the critical details in every project and reduce the complexity and time spent in 
document review. Machine learning uses proven algorithms to learn and assist with the decision logic 
of your subject matter experts. This smart, intuitive, and integrated review platform helps teams speed 
through document sets and reduce costs of review.


